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The gravitational gradient of intrapleural pressure is suggested to be less in prone posture 4 than supine. Thus, the gravitational distribution of ventilation is expected to be more 5 uniform prone, potentially affecting regional ventilation-perfusion (V . A /Q . ) ratio. Using a 6 novel functional lung magnetic resonance imaging technique to measure regional V . A /Q . 7 ratio, the gravitational gradients in proton density, ventilation, perfusion and V . A /Q . ratio 8
were measured in prone and supine posture. Data were acquired in 7 healthy subjects in a 9 single sagittal slice of the right lung at functional residual capacity. Regional specific 10 ventilation quantified using Specific Ventilation Imaging (SVI) was combined with proton 11 density obtained using a fast gradient-echo sequence to calculate regional alveolar 12 ventilation. Perfusion was measured using arterial spin labeling. Ventilation (ml/min/ml) 13 and perfusion (ml/min/ml) images were registered, smoothed, and divided on a voxel-by-14 voxel basis to obtain regional V . A /Q . ratio. Data were averaged for voxels within 1 cm 15 gravitational planes starting from the most gravitationally dependent lung. The slope of the 16 relationship between alveolar ventilation and vertical height was less prone than supine (-17 0.17±0.10 (ml/min/ml)/cm supine, -0.040±0.03 prone, P=0.02) as was the slope of the 18 perfusion-height relationship (-0.14±0.05 (ml/min/ml)/cm supine, -0.08±0.09 prone, 19 P=0.02). There was a significant gravitational gradient in V . A /Q . ratio in both postures 20 (P<0.05) that was less in prone (0.09±0.08 cm -1 supine, 0.04±0.03 prone,P=0.04). The 21 gravitational gradients in ventilation, perfusion, and regional V . A /Q . ratio were greater 22 supine than prone suggesting an interplay between thoracic cavity configuration, airway 23 and vascular tree anatomy, and the effects of gravity on V . A /Q . matching. 24 INTRODUCTION 
29
While the lung has a number of functions, it is primarily a gas exchange organ. 30
Ventilation-perfusion (V . A /Q . ) matching, such that regions of the lung that receive fresh gas 31 also receive deoxygenated capillary blood, is the most important mechanism determining 32 gas exchange efficiency (53). Although several mechanisms are thought to accomplish V . A /Q . 33 matching in the healthy lung (see (18) for review), it is thought that passive mechanisms 34 dominate under normal conditions. Such passive mechanisms include vascular branching 35 structure and the effect of gravity on ventilation and perfusion (53) . 36
Modeling studies suggest that because of the shape of the lungs within the thorax 37 the gradient of intrapleural pressures is more uniform in prone posture compared to 38 supine (48). This predicts that the gravitational distribution of ventilation and perhaps V . A /Q . 39 matching is also expected to be more uniform. This is consistent with animal studies where 40 prone posture was associated with a reduction in regional ventilation-perfusion 41 heterogeneity compared to supine posture, largely because of a reduction in the 42 gravitational gradient in ventilation (35, 50) . However, results in human studies have 43
shown inconsistent results, with some studies reporting that the gravitational gradient in 44 ventilation in prone posture was not different from supine (36, 38, 42), thus conflicting 45 with the animal studies. In those prior human studies, a potential confounding issue is that 46 alveolar ventilation is not measured, but rather is inferred from measures of specific 47 ventilation (local tidal volume/functional residual capacity ratio) or the distribution of 48 inhaled labeled particles. Since both of these measures are affected by the underlying 49 distribution of the amount of gas resident in alveolus, estimates of local ventilation may be 50 affected if the gradient of intrapleural pressure changes between postures. In addition, 51 ventilation and perfusion are not quantified in absolute terms but expressed relative to the 52 mean ventilation and perfusion. 53
In this manuscript we report a new technique for measuring regional V . A /Q . matching. 54
We have extensively utilized a MRI technique that allows for absolute quantification of 55 regional pulmonary blood flow (6) using arterial spin labeling (ASL) (3, 6, 20, 24) . Recently 56 we developed a MRI technique to measure regional specific ventilation (i.e. the local 57 determined by fitting a single exponential to the last eight images for the two different echo 115 times and back-extrapolating to determine the magnetization at time zero on a voxel-by-116 voxel basis (49). Subjects were trained to breath-hold at the end of a normal expiration 117 (FRC) beginning just before the images were acquired and until the imaging sequence 118
finished. 119 120
Combined ASL-SVI sequence 121
Measurements of regional pulmonary blood flow and specific ventilation (described 122 below) were merged into a single imaging sequence in order to facilitate imaging of 123 ventilation and blood flow in parallel. Subjects performed 5 cycles alternating between 20 124 breaths of room air and 20 breaths of 100% oxygen as part of specific ventilation imaging. 125
In each block of 20 breaths, 18 inversion recovery images were acquired (for specific 126 ventilation imaging) and a pair of images was acquired after breaths 17 and 18 for 127 measurement of pulmonary blood flow. For respiratory gating, subjects synchronized their 128 breathing with the scanner and were trained to breath-hold at FRC when image acquisition 129 occurred. Because the scans generate a loud sound for each image preparation and 130 acquisition, subjects had audible cues to guide their breathing. Subjects were given brief 131 trials in which to practice, prior to data acquisition, to ensure adequate breath-holds. 132
Acquisition took place during ~1-2 second breath-holds with 4-5 seconds in between 133 during which time the subject took a normal breath in and then relaxed to FRC before the 134 next image was collected. The entire combined measurement took ~18 minutes to 135 complete. 136
137
Measuring pulmonary blood flow using ASL 138
Regional pulmonary blood flow was assessed using 2D arterial spin labeling (ASL) 139 with a flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery with an extra radiofrequency pulse 140 (FAIRER) imaging sequence and a Half-Fourier Acquisition Single-shot Turbo spin-Echo 141 (HASTE) data collection scheme (5, 32). This has been described in detail (5, 25) and used 142 in a number of studies by our group (20, 25) and is only briefly described here. 143 6 Arterial spin labeling exploits the capability of MRI to invert the magnetization of 144 protons (primarily in water molecules) in a spatially selective way using a combination of 145 radiofrequency pulses and spatial magnetic field gradient pulses (5, 32, 33). By inverting 146 the magnetization of arterial blood, these "tagged" protons in blood act as an endogenous 147 tracer. During each measurement two images of a lung slice are acquired during 148 consecutive breath-holds with the signal of blood prepared differently in the two images. In 149 the first "control" image, an inversion (180°) pulse is applied to the section being imaged (a 150 spatially selective inversion) during diastole, leaving the arterial blood outside the imaged 151 section undisturbed. When tipped over to create an image, the longitudinal magnetization 152 of the arterial blood will generate a strong magnetic resonance signal. In the second image, 153
termed the "tag" image, the magnetization of the arterial blood both inside and outside the 154 imaged section is inverted at the beginning of the experiment with an inversion (180°) 155 pulse applied to the whole lung (a spatially non-selective inversion). Both images are 156 subsequently acquired after a delay chosen to be approximately 80% of one R-R interval. 157
During this delay, blood flows into the imaged slice and there is relaxation of the 158 magnetization. The difference or ASL signal (control -tag) measured for each voxel then 159 reflects the amount of blood delivered during the delay, or inversion time (TI) interval, 160 weighted by a decay factor due to the relaxation of the blood magnetization during that 161 interval (21). 162
To prevent any potential confounding effect on perfusion from the hyperoxia used 163 in the ventilation part of the combined sequence, only the images acquired during the 164 normoxic portion of the combined sequence were used for quantification of perfusion. 165
Imaging sequence parameters were as follows: TI = 600-800 msec (based on subject's 166 heart rate), TE = 21.3 msec, field of view = 40 cm, slice thickness = 15mm. The collected 167 image matrix size was 256x128 (reconstructed by scanner to 256x256) giving voxels of 168 0.156 x 0.156 x 1.5 cm, or ~0.037 cm 3 . The HASTE imaging sequence had an inter-echo 169 time of 4.5 msec and 72 lines of phase encoding, resulting in a data acquisition time of 324 170 msec. 171
Specific ventilation imaging 173
Regional specific ventilation was measured as follows: oxygen delivered to and 174 dissolved into lung tissues shortens the longitudinal relaxation time (T 1 ) (8, 10), increasing 175 the local MRI signal intensity in a T 1 -weighted image. Specific ventilation imaging (SVI) 176 takes advantage of this to measure the wash-in/wash-out time constant, on a voxel-by-177 voxel basis, following a sudden change in inspired oxygen concentration (fractional 178 inspired oxygen, or F I O 2 ). The amount of locally dissolved oxygen depends on local 179 availability, which in turn is determined by specific ventilation -the ratio of fresh gas 180 entering a lung region divided by its end-expiratory volume. Following a switch from air to 181 100% O 2 , regions with high specific ventilation reach the new equilibrium faster. The time 182 delay between the change in inspired gas concentration and the response of a particular 183 voxel is uniquely determined by specific ventilation. We have used this technique to 184 measure the gravitational gradient of specific ventilation present in the supine lung (46). 185
Regional specific ventilation was measured by acquiring T 1 -weighted images at FRC 186 while the subject was breathing air, followed by breathing 100% oxygen, in alternating 20 187 breath cycles; five air-oxygen cycles were acquired for robustness. An inversion recovery 188 sequence was used with the following imaging sequence parameters: TI = 1,100 msec 189 (parameter set to optimize the contrast between air and oxygen breaths (8)), followed by 190 the same HASTE image acquisition used for the ASL measurements. 191
192
Image Processing 193
Quantification of regional lung density in g/ml. The proton density image 194 collected using the body coil (which has relatively homogeneous sensitivity across the lung, 195 therefore no coil inhomogeneity correction was needed) was normalized to the signal 196 derived from the silicone phantom to obtain regional lung proton (water) density in units 197 of g H 2 O per ml lung. This proton density, which reflects protons in both tissue and blood, is To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio in the ASL images of blood delivered, a torso 211 coil was used, which has substantially higher sensitivity than the body coil built into the 212 scanner. Unlike the body coil, which is quite homogeneous over the lung, the torso coil 213 exhibits a degree of inhomogeneity in signal strength that varies in all three spatial 214 dimensions. To correct for this inhomogeneity, the ASL image obtained from the torso coil 215 was corrected for each subject individually. In order to map the spatial inhomogeneity of 216 the coil sensitivity, the same fast gradient echo sequence used to measure proton density 217 was used twice, once using the torso coil and once using the body coil. The resulting two 218 average torso and body coil short echo time original magnitude images were spatially 219 smoothed by applying a 2D Gaussian low-pass filter in frequency space, equivalent to 220 convolving with a 2D Gaussian in image space with standard deviation of 3.4 voxels (2.1 221 cm) and full width at half maximum of 8 voxels (5 cm). The resultant smoothed images 222 were divided (torso/body) to define the individual coil sensitivity map. Finally, the ASL 223 images obtained using the torso coil were divided by the coil sensitivity function on a 224 voxel-by-voxel basis in order to obtain a quantitative map of perfusion, independent of the 225 spatial variations in coil sensitivity. 226 227 Quantification of regional perfusion in ml/min/ml by removal of large vessels. 228
The arterial spin labeling technique measures blood delivered from outside the tagging 229 band, into the imaging slice, in one RR-interval. This differs from capillary perfusion since it 230 9 includes blood flow in large conduit vessels that may be destined for distal capillary beds. 231
In addition, voxels contained within these large vessels will not demonstrate enhancement 232 with specific ventilation imaging because they are completely full of blood and not 233 ventilated, with the result that they would be incorrectly mapped as shunt (regions of the 234 lung that are perfused but not ventilated). For these reasons, we applied a cut-off value 235 (35% of maximum blood delivered in ml/min/ml, which was calculated from the mean 236 value of the top 1% of voxels with highest values of blood delivered) and assigned voxels in 237 images of blood delivered to one of two data sets: 1) larger conduit vessels (blood 238 delivered > 35% maximum in mL/min/ml) or 2) "perfusion" comprising smaller vessels 239 and lung tissue (blood delivered < 35% maximum in mL/min/ml). The 35% cutoff value 240 was chosen based on previously published modeling studies of our technique (7). A binary 241 mask of the lung region of interest with voxels containing larger conduit vessels excluded 242
was generated and applied to the ventilation and perfusion images. Voxels containing 243 larger conduit blood vessels were also excluded from calculated ventilation-perfusion 244 images; however, they were not excluded from density images since these voxels 245 contribute to the regional lung density. 246 247 Quantification of ventilation in ml/min/ml. Specific ventilation image analysis 248 was performed as previously described (46). Since specific ventilation is the ratio of the 249 delivery of fresh air to resident air in a voxel, we considered a voxel as a binary 250 compartment of air elements and non-air elements, and made the assumption that the 251 proton density measurements accurately captured the elements of the compartment that 252
were not air, so that a lung voxel with no air would have a density of 1. Thus the measured 253 proton density in a voxel was assumed to provide a measure of the resident air in a voxel at 254 FRC. Following registration of the specific ventilation and lung density images, alveolar 255 ventilation in ml/min/ml was calculated on a voxel-by-voxel basis as the product of specific 256 ventilation, the volume fraction of air (1 -lung density), and the frequency of breathing. 257
Since SVI depends on the rate of change of the magnetic resonance signal as opposed to 258 absolute signal and the lung density image was collected using the body coil, no coil 259 inhomogeneity correction was required in the quantification of ventilation. 
Data Analysis 283
The mean and standard deviation of smoothed regional density (g/ml), ventilation 284 (ml/min/ml), perfusion (ml/min/ml), and V . A /Q . ratio (dimensionless) were calculated for a 285 The relative dispersion (standard deviation / mean) was calculated for the sagittal 303 lung image and used as an index of overall heterogeneity (15). This relative dispersion, also 304 known as the coefficient of variation, is a variable that globally quantifies the overall 305 magnitude of spatial heterogeneity, but reduces heterogeneity to a single number without 306 regard to the spatial location. The second moments (on a log scale) of the ventilation (Log 307 From these histograms, the first moments V A1 and Q 1 were calculated as: 314 Protected Least Significant Difference. All data are presented as means ± SD, the null-333 hypothesis (no effect) was rejected for P < 0.05, two tailed. 334
335
RESULTS
336
All subjects (descriptive data in Table 1 ) tolerated the study well. In one subject the 337 specific ventilation data from prone posture was discarded for technical reasons. For this 338 reason we report data from 7 subjects in supine posture and 6 subjects in prone. Metabolic 339 data obtained during imaging in each posture is reported in Table 2 . There were no 340 significant differences between postures for arterial oxygen saturation as measured by 341 pulse oximeter, heart rate, oxygen consumption or carbon dioxide production. Although 342 expired ventilation and tidal volume were slightly larger in prone posture these were not 343 statistically significant (P = 0.08 and P = 0.2 respectively). The volume of the lung imaged, 344 
Effects of Posture 430
Lung Density. In the present study there was no significant difference in the lung 431 density gradient with posture. The gravitational gradient in tissue density in prone posture 432 in humans has been suggested to be reduced compared to supine (44, 48) and is generally 433 considered to be an effect of the heart and mediastinal contents compressing dependent 434 lung (44). However, the effect is present in modeling studies even when the heart and 435 mediastinum are not included (48). For this reason, the differences in density gradient 436 between postures have also been attributed to differences in lung shape where there is a 437 larger volume of dependent lung in supine posture compared to prone (48), affecting local 438 transpulmonary pressure gradients and alveolar size (discussed below). In previous work, 439
we showed that the changes in the gradient in density were greatest in the medial lung and 440 much less pronounced in the remaining lung (44) We found that the gravitational gradient in ventilation in a single sagittal slice of 456 lung was less in prone posture than supine, similar to animal studies using microspheres 457 (35) . As mentioned above, this gradient in ventilation has been suggested to arise from 458 compression of tissue by the heart and mediastinal contents such that the gradient in tissue 459 density and thus intrapleural pressure gradient is greater in supine posture (1, 22, 44). 460
However modeling studies predict that the effect of prone posture on the transpulmonary 461 pressure gradient is present even when the effect of the heart and changes in the chest wall 462 are excluded (48). We used a simple model developed by Glazier In some human studies using positron emission tomography (PET) (36) and SPECT 484 (38, 42) the gravitational gradient in ventilation was not significantly different between 485 postures, conflicting with the animal studies and the present work. However, there are 486 important differences between those studies and our work. The spatial resolution of both 487 SPECT and PET measurements of ventilation are less than the present study, which may 488 affect conclusions. We measured a limited sample of the lung whereas the PET and SPECT 489 studies sample more of the lung and thus the difference may reflect a sampling difference. 490
In the case of the PET studies (36), the gradient in specific ventilation was less in prone 491 posture in 4 of their 6 subjects, thus there may have been limited power to detect these 492 differences. SPECT imaging measures the distribution of labeled particles into the airways 493 that are delivered by the process of ventilation and remain in place after they contact the 494 airway wall, and not alveolar ventilation per se, which is delivery of fresh gas to the 495 alveolus. Also as typically implemented in the case of SPECT (38, 42) any heterogeneity within the 1 cm heights used for voxels averaged isogravitationally. 554
However, the results are unchanged when the heterogeneity within an isogravitational 555 plane is analyzed. The likely reason for this is that in the healthy normal lung such as in our 556 subjects, overall ventilation-perfusion matching is already quite uniform. This is consistent 557 with data obtained in zero gravity which showed reductions in the heterogeneity of both 558 ventilation and perfusion, but no change in the overall V . A /Q . heterogeneity (43). 559
The relative dispersion of perfusion reported in this study was less than previously 560 reported by our group for two reasons (3, 6, 24, 25, 44). First, in this study we removed 561 voxels with high blood flow using a cutoff value determined based on modeling studies (7), 562 since this signal primarily reflects signal from blood flow in large conduit vessels and does 563 not reflect signal from perfusion. This reduces overall relative dispersion, because these 564 voxels are of high signal intensity. Second, we smoothed the images to a resolution of 1. . . This lower resolution reduces the relative 566 dispersion, which is dependent on the resolution of measurement. However, these issues 567 would not affect the interpretation of the changes between postures, unless they were 568 occurring on a smaller spatial scale than our measurement. 569
The LogSDQ . and LogSDV . values reported in this study are remarkably similar to the 570 values reported for similar populations of young subjects measured using the multiple 571 inert gas elimination technique (51). In this study LogSDQ . and LogSDV . were calculated 572 from the second moments (on a log scale) of the perfusion and ventilation versus V . A /Q . ratio 573 distributions generated from the ventilation, perfusion, and regional V . A /Q . ratio images that 574 were smoothed to ~1.8 cm 3 resolution. The data were binned using the same 50-575 compartment model developed for the multiple inert gas elimination technique in order to 576 allow for a direct comparison with previously published results. 577 578
Technical aspects 579
Measurement of alveolar ventilation. In order to quantify alveolar ventilation, we 580 used specific ventilation imaging, which was recently developed by our group (46). Specific 581 ventilation measures the ratio of the delivery of fresh gas to resident gas and thus a 582 measure of the resident gas is required in order to quantify alveolar ventilation. We obtain 583 this from the lung proton density images. In our calculations we have assumed that the 584 lung is comprised of two compartments, one with water (protons) and one with air for the 585 purpose of calculating the resident air. However, a voxel in the lung contains a mixture of 586 air, water, including both blood and other intra/extra-cellular water, and a small non-water 587 component due to all other material that does not show up in the magnetic resonance 588
signal. This MR-invisible non-water fraction is less than 10% of the water fraction (28), and 589 by neglecting this component our approach will slightly overestimate the resident gas 590 volume. Since the overall water fraction of the lung is small (mean 0.25 in the present 591 study) relative to the air fraction this effect is very small. For example, in the lowest 592 density regions of the lung (~0.2 g/ml) the estimate of resident gas is overestimated by 593 ~3% whereas in the most dense region of the lung (~0.35 g/ml) this effect increases to 594 ~5% overestimation. 595
Measurement of perfusion. The largest blood vessels present a problem for 596 quantitative accuracy for two reasons. First, in an ASL experiment they tend to appear 597 bright because they are full of tagged blood. However, this signal intensity is more a 598 reflection of blood volume than blood flow. Smaller vessels will not be filled with tagged 599 blood, and so the signal will reflect the amount of blood that has been delivered during the 600 experiment -i.e. perfusion. Second, a voxel entirely contained within a large vessel would 601 map as a region of shunt, because it has a perfusion signal but no ventilation signal. In truth 602 this is not a gas exchange shunt, because the large conduit vessels are not part of the gas-603 exchanging portion of the lung. In order to give a better estimate of true perfusion, we 604 applied a cut-off value (35% of maximum blood delivered in mL/min/ml) based on 605 modeling studies (7) and assigned voxels in images of blood delivered to be larger conduit 606 vessels or "perfusion" comprising smaller vessels and lung tissue. This approach ensures 607 that the contribution of perfusion to the total ASL signal is at least 80% (7) The density images were collected with the torso coil and body coil in order to 620 correct for inhomogeneities associated with the torso coil used for collection of the ASL 621 images to quantify perfusion. When quantifying alveolar ventilation using the density and 622 specific ventilation images; however, no such correction is required. The body coil provides 623 sufficient signal in the acquisition to accurately estimate the proton density (23) and since 624 specific ventilation imaging utilizes the change in the magnetic resonance signal over time 625
and not the absolute change in signal, it is uncorrupted by any torso coil inhomogeneity. 626 Thus, the V . A /Q . ratio map was the ratio of the registered alveolar ventilation (no need for coil 627 correction) and perfusion (coil corrected) images on a voxel-by-voxel basis. Therefore the 628 effect of coil heterogeneity in the quantification of V . A /Q . ratio in this study is minimal. 629
630
Limitations 631
Single slice. We performed our imaging in the sagittal plane because we were 632 interested in studying gravitational gradients of ventilation, perfusion, and V . A /Q . . We 633 selected a sagittal slice with maximal anterior-posterior dimension in the right lung to 634 maximize the amount of lung sampled and study the effects of posture independent of the 635 effects of the heart and mediastinum on lung tissue. Nevertheless, this slice may not 636 necessarily be representative of the entire lung, and this is a limitation of our study. This 637 limited evaluation is because the current acquisition time for the specific ventilation 638 measurement is eighteen minutes for a single slice of lung. The lung region of interest in 639 the images for this study were ~ 150 mL, thus we imaged~ 6% of the lung. However, we 640 have no reason to think that in this young healthy population of subjects with normal lung 641 function that the imaged region of the lung differs from the lung as a whole. 642
Measurement of specific ventilation and alveolar ventilation. One of the 643 advantages of specific ventilation imaging is that it does not depend on the magnitude of 644 the signal change produced as the partial pressure of oxygen (pO 2 ) changes. Nevertheless 645 the assumptions of the model are 1) that pO 2 is uniform within a voxel, and this is 646 supported by numerical simulation (9, 11, 39) and 2) the equilibration of pO 2 between 647 alveoli and lung water is rapid compared to the time scale of one breath (~5s), which is 648 supported by simulation studies (39) and by the fact it takes ~0.25s for oxygen to reach 649 equilibrium with hemoglobin (53), a process that involves, but is not limited to, dissolution 650 in tissue. 651
In the SVI approach used in our paper, a typical voxel volume is ~40mm 3 (1.56 x 652 1.56 x 15mm, FOV=40cm). The analysis of SVI is performed at this spatial scale, and 653 smoothing is performed later during image processing. For comparison, the volume of a 654 typical human acinus is ~187+/-79 mm 3 (19), ~4x the voxel volume. However since the 655 through-plane resolution is 15 mm, and a acinus may cross the boundaries between voxels, 656 a single voxel may thus contain blended information from more than one acinus, and thus 657 PO 2 may not be uniform. Since our model assumes that each voxel can be represented by a 658 single ventilatory unit with a unique specific ventilation, this may affect our measurement 659 of regional specific ventilation. 660
We have tested the limits of this assumption, by acquiring SVI data at lower spatial 661 resolutions than in the present study. Data from a single sagittal slice in the right lung, as in 662 this study, were acquired at 3 different resolutions (acquisition matrix of 256x256, 663 128x128, and 64x64) in a normal subject using the SVI protocol. This corresponds to 664 reconstructed voxel volumes of ~40mm 3 , ~150mm 3 and ~600mm 3 , respectively. In order 665
to test for the presence of intra-voxel heterogeneity, we implemented the approach 666 described in (52) by evaluating the signal characteristics from each acquisition for the 667 presence of multi-exponential behavior. In the presence of intravoxel heterogeneity, 668 recovery of more than a single exponential decay is expected. We fit two models to the 669 signal intensity decay on a voxel-by-voxel basis. The first model was a mono-exponential 670 decay, while the second model assumed a double exponential, accounting for the presence 671 of 2 different compartments within the voxel. The Akaike information criterion was used to 672 select the optimal model, taking into account the additional degrees of freedom. At voxel 673 volumes of ~40mm 3 and 150mm 3 , but not 600mm 3 , most voxels (>99%) within the lung 674 Similarly, voxels that show no correlation with the driving function are also eliminated. 686
These voxels represent regions of poor signal intensity that correspond to either voxels 687 entirely within large blood vessels, composed of noise, or unventilated regions. Since at 688 this time we cannot distinguish between the latter two, this limits our resolution of shunt. 689
Use of hyperoxia. Specific ventilation imaging uses oxygen as a contrast agent, and 690 although the exposure to hyperoxia is brief, this could have an effect on the underlying 691 physiology, although this is unlikely in the present study. Nonetheless, for this reason 692 perfusion was measured during the air breathing segments only. The onset of hypoxic 693 pulmonary vasoconstriction in humans occurs within minutes of exposure to hypoxia (34), 694 but the duration of hyperoxia (20 breaths) is too short to have a large effect. In addition , 695 limited experimental evidence suggests that hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction is not 696 active under normal conditions. This includes the lack of change in pulmonary arterial 697 pressure when inhaled nitric oxide is administered to normal subjects (12) and recent 698 work by our group (3) showing no change in the spatial heterogeneity of pulmonary 699 perfusion compared to normoxia when normal subjects were given 30% oxygen to breathe. 700
Since this level of hyperoxia is sufficient to raise the local PO 2 in all alveoli above the 701 threshold for hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction, this argues against a significant effect. 
